
Many patients arrive to their first physical 
therapy appointment expecting to receive 
hot packs, ultrasound and instructions to 
complete exercises on their own. These 

modalities (hot packs & ultrasounds) are sometimes 
warranted and most therapists would agree that 
exercises are needed to help restore muscle 
imbalances. However, at HealthQuest you are rarely 
left alone and our therapists also incorporate a 
hands-on approach to maximize the restoration of 
our patients’ function EVERY visit.
  
WHAT IS MANUAL THERAPY?
Manual therapy describes a type of clinical physical 
therapy treatment technique. It uses skilled and 
sophisticated hands-on movements to identify 
and treat soft tissues and joint structures. Your 
physical therapist will physically manipulate your 
joints, muscles, and tissues in order to detect 
biomechanical injuries, reduce pain, and promote 
proper healing. Being skilled in these muscular and 
joint techniques is what sets physical therapists 

apart from other health care practitioners. Since 
there are many different types of manual therapy 
techniques, your physical therapists will be able to 
determine which technique(s) best fits your needs.

WHAT ARE THE DIFFERENT TYPES?
As a group, manual physical therapy techniques 
are aimed at relaxing tense muscles and restricted 
joints in order to decrease pain and increase 
flexibility. Listed below are some of the common 
techniques used by HealthQuest therapists:
Soft tissue manual is massage or instrument 
assisted-mobilization.  We often use the Graston  
technique, which applies pressure to the soft 
tissues (muscles) using tools. This technique is 
designed to restore mechanical movement and 
increase range of motion by releasing tension 
within fascia (sheets of fibrous tissue that surround 
and support muscles). Depending on where your 
restrictions are located, your therapist will apply 
different directions of pressure to relax muscles, 
increase circulation, break up scar tissue, and ease 
pain in the soft tissues.
Mobilization/manipulation uses measured 
movements of varying speed, pressure, and 
distances to twist, pull, or push bones and joints into 
position. This can help loosen tight tissues around 
a joint, reduce pain in a joint and surrounding tissue 
(spasms), and help with flexibility and alignment.
Muscle Energy Technique (MET) uses a muscle’s 
own energy in the form of gentle isometric 
contractions to relax the muscles.

Manual therapy can be helpful for the treatment 
of joints that lack adequate mobility and range of 
motion in conditions that involve the back, neck, 
shoulders, knees and hips to name a few.  If you 
are experiencing any pain, or suffering from limited 
mobility or flexibility, call HealthQuest today to 
schedule your Free Pain Assessment (855) 477-
8463 and get back to painfree living!

ALL HANDS ON DECK!  
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#1 THINK AHEAD
Consider salting your driveway or sidewalk 
before snow starts falling. 

#2 WARM UP
Before you head outside, warm up for about 
10 minutes. This can include doing squats, 
walking, and/or stretching.

#3 START EARLY 
It’s easier to shovel 2 inches of fresh snow 
than 6 inches of snow that’s been sitting 
awhile. If an all-day snowfall is expected, 
then you may want to clear a few inches of 
snow at a time throughout the day. 

#4 PUSH INSTEAD OF LIFT
If you must lift it, keep in mind: Keep your 
feet hip-width apart; bend your knees and 
keep your back straight; do not twist your 
torso while lifting; shovel small amounts 
at a time; don’t throw the snow into a pile; 
instead walk it to where you want to pile it.

#5 STAY HYDRATED
Shoveling snow is taxing, and you’re 
probably doing more work than you think. 
Take breaks and drink liquids while you’re 
shoveling. 

(855) -4ME 

5 TIPS 
TO HELP 
PREVENT 
INJURY
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Locations serving Southeast Michigan
Visit www. .com for a complete listing

ASK THE THERAPIST...
IF MY ARTHRITIS IS NOT REVERSIBLE, WHY 
SHOULD I SEE A PHYSICAL THERAPIST?

When a joint is arthritic it is usually because of 
the repetitive wear and tear it has sustained over 
the years.  This causes pain and inflammation 
which secondarily causes limited range of 
motion due to joint restrictions.  It will also lead 
to muscle weakness due to lack of activity.  
Although therapy won’t reverse the arthritis 
it can significantly help.  There are many 
manual techniques that your therapist can do 
to help restore more range of motion.  These 
techniques will also provide more room/space 
within the joint, which will help limit excessive 
compression to the arthritic joint.  Modalities 
such as electric stimulation can help reduce 
the pain and inflammation associated with the 
arthritis.  Specific stretching and strengthening 
exercises of the muscles can also provide relief 
to the inflamed joint by helping support it which 
will reduce stress.

This month’s ‘Ask the Therapist’ is brought to you by 
our Algonac director/owner, Alex Maes, DPT.  We are 
celebrating 6 months since Algonac has opened and 
we’re enjoying being part of such a great community.

A HealthQuest physical therapist can help your 
golf game in several ways! First, a therapist can 
help you to identify areas where you need to 
strengthen your body, help you create a better 
center of balance and give you tips on avoiding 
injuries so you can play pain free all season. Your 
therapist can also help you with past or present 
pain or injuries. As you work with your therapist, 
he/she may even find defects in your mechanical 
motion that are hurting your swing. 

Any golfer knows that after playing a round of 
golf, parts of the body can hurt. Over time, this 
pain can become chronic and problematic. Your 
therapist can recommend exercises and methods 
for treating that pain and preventing it from getting 
worse. A golfer who wants to improve their swing 
needs to start with lessons from a golf pro, but 
if you want to get the most from your swing and 
avoid the types of injuries that can happen to 
even the most seasoned golfer, then you should 
consider coming to HealthQuest! Your therapist 
will teach you how to train, control and repair your 
body in ways that will dramatically improve your 
performance on and off the course.

THE SECRET TO A GOOD GOLF 
SWING IS PT!
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